






hand with a delightful friend through a 
beautiful garden without any harshness 
whatsoever. Think of this other con
sciousness as that delightful friend. That 
would give you an impression of the kind 
of experience I have had over and over 
again. The experience is utterly informal 
and comfortable. 
The Laughing Man: In the early days you 
were able to will yourself back into that 
state. What about now? 
Franklin Merrell-Wolff: I no 
longer have those resources in the 
same way. There is evidence of a 
breaking down in the psyche. At 
ninety-six, I am approaching a tran
sition. I am facing death. I know per
fectly well that I am going through 
certain of the stages that belong to that 
transition. Though we associate death 
with something final, in reality it seems 
not to be something final. It is a 
transition. The psychical organization 
that I have now is fitted to deal with this 
world, not fitted for dealing with that 
which I am proceeding to contact. There
fore, it must disintegrate and another 
reintegration take place later. I am 
passing through that transition, so I do 
not have the sharpness of memory in 
regard to this experience that I had even a 
few months ago. This process I am 
passing through is not a pleasant process, 
because I am experiencing the break
down of things that I value, and that is 
not easy to take. But this transition must 
be completed. I go forward with a certain 
faith in that which I do not yet know. I 
have faith that there will come a reinte
gration of my cognitive possibilities. 
The Laughing Man: Looking back on 
your long life, would you now act 
differently in response to the realization 
that you enjoyed for a month only to lose 
it? Would you perhaps seek out an Adept 
like the Buddha who is stably established 
in that disposition and therefore could 
guide your reawakening? 
Franklin Merrell-Wolff: I would be de
lighted to have an interview with the 
Buddha! e 

The following lines were written by Franklin Merrell-Wolff during ecstatic 
Identity with the underlying Consciousness of manifest existence. Thus, the "Me" in 
this passage is not the egoic self-reference of ordinary speech, but refers to the 
Transcendental Self. While this confession of temporary Identity with the Atman is 
true sixth stage Self-Realization, it should not be confused with the seventh stage 
Adept's confession of unalterable and perpetual Identity with Radiant Transcen
dental Being, the Ultimate Reality of all beings and things. 

MYSELF 

hat greater thing is 
there than this Mystery 

that is Myself? 
All things else I am 

able to comprehend, if 
not at this moment, then 

in time I can do so, and that is why I am able to giue them names. 
And that which I haue named is in thralldom to Me. So all creatures 
serve Me from the most elemental up to the highest Gods. But the 
SELF that I AM has no name, for no word that points toward Me 
comprehends Me. Names mean forms, whether gross or subtle, but I 
AM without form and, therefore, eternally nameless. 

I comprehend all, but am comprehended by none. 
I sustain all, yet need no support. 
All creatures are but revelations of Me; for in Me abides their 

uery existence, yet though they were not, I AM. 
This space I produce that My Glory may be revealed; yet I alone 

Realize that Revelation. 
Upon this space I cast My Shadow in numberless variations, yet 

euer remain One-apart. 
I AM the theme of all melodies and reveal portions of My endless 

Richness in symphonic elaboration. 
I lead all scientists to Me as they seek for the Truth, which is 

none other than Myself. 
The devotee seeks Me through the raiment of My Being, yet I 

abide in that deuotee. 
He who does violence but seeks Me in ignorance. 
I AM the Laue of all lovers, and I also am the Louer and the 

Beloved. 
Beside Me there is none other. 

Franklin Merrell-Wottf, Pathways through to Space,_ pp. 17-18. 
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